Contribute to an innovation-friendly policy framework for a secure and sustainable supply of minerals.

- Providing comparable information about mineral policies and innovation potential of the 28 Member States and the EU
- Enhancing community building and dissemination of project results
- Fostering exchange of experience for knowledge co-creation on different aspects across the mining value-chain
Major Project Outcomes

**Policy Guide**
- 600+ Policies
- 29 Country profiles

**5 Workshops**
- 200 Policy makers

**3 Conferences**
- 600 Stakeholders

[www.min-guide.eu](http://www.min-guide.eu)
Potential for collaboration

Online Guide
- Informing other projects: source of information about EU MS policy frameworks
- Updates and revisions
- Tests of user-friendliness

Annual Conferences
- Partner Project fair: information desk for each project with banner and additional materials

Policy Laboratory Workshops
- Innovation cases: provided by other projects (e.g. UNEXMIN)
- Upcoming PolicyLab: March/April 2018; Mineral Statistics (PRODCOM)

www.min-guide.eu